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Chapterr 6 

Charmm in the HERA-II data 

Thee HERA-II data, recorded from October 2002 until April 2004, are analysed in this 
chapter.. The detector and fits as described in the previous chapters are used, to search 
forr charm production in the data sample. 

Thee selection criteria to obtain a sample of neutral current deep inelastic scattering 
eventss are described. 

Thee decay of the Kg meson to two charged pious: Kg —> 7r+7r is used to investigate 
thee secondary vertexing. 

Thee integrated luminosity is small. However a small number of charm events is found 
inn the data including the microvertex detector (MVD) . To study the charm events first 
thee track selection is described. The studied charm decays art1 D*+ —  D°TT+ (and c.c.) 
withh the subsequent decay D° —> A'~7r+, and D+ —> K n+n+ (and c.c). 

6.11 Event selection 

Duringg and after data taking the quality of the data is checked. Data runs that are useful 
forr analysis are selected if a minimal number of detector components are functioning 
properly.. Normally a run is declared good if the data of the calorimeter (CAL), the 
centrall  tracking detector (CTD) and the luminosity measurement (LUMI ) have good 
quality.. Also a list of runs with "good11 MVD is available. 

Ann overview of the amount of integrated luminosity available for physics analysis is 
givenn in table 6.1. The total amount is 10.4-pb-1. Because some runs were not yet 
availablee off-line the integrated luminosity of the used data is 9.8 p b- 1 . 

Onee of the events recorded in 2002 is shown in figure 6.1. This is an event with high 
QQ22 ( Q2 sa 4100 GeV2). The energy deposits in the CAL correspond to the scattered 

physicss [nb _1] 
withh MVD [nlr1] 

Oct.. 02 - Mar 03 
971 1 
801 1 

Octt 03 Dec 03 
2125 5 
1986 6 

Jann 04 Mar 04 
8066 6 
7681 1 

Tablee 6.1: Different run periods with the amount of integrated luminosity for good physics 
runss and physics runs with reliable MVD data. 
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Iss  Zeus Run 43014 Event 1473 date: 14-11-2002 time : 12:32:25 

Figuree 6.1: A high Q2 DIS event is shown. The event was recorded in 2002. At the 
lefthandd side the event is shown in the xy view, at the righthand side in the zr view. In 
thee zr view are indicated: 1) the scattered positron. 2) the quark jet and 3) the proton 
remnant. . 

positron,, the current jet and the proton remnant. Also the tracks in the CTD are clearly 
seen. . 

6.1.11 DIS sample 

Inn this section the DIS sample is described. The event selection is similar as was done for 
thee ZEUS inclusive F2 measurement [52] for HERA I data. The following selection was 
applied. . 

Se lec t ionn 1 

 2-position of event vertex: —50 < z < 50 cm 

 Energy distribution in the calorimeter: 30 < E — pz < 70 GeV 

 Scattered positron: At least one candidate with probability larger than 0.7 and 
energyy measured with the CAL larger than 8 GeV. 

 Tracking: At least 2 CTD tracks in the event. 

Too get an inclusive sample no trigger information was used. After the criteria were 
appliedd 1903874 events remained. This is a rough selection, and photoproduction and 
off-momentumm positron background are still present. 
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Inn figure 6.2 some important event variables are plotted. The method to determine 
QQ22 and x was the double angle method [53]. This method uses both the angle of the 
scatteredd positron and the hadronic system ((mark jet). 

AA more pure DIS sample is selected by extending selection 1 with the following re-
quirements: : 

Select ionn 2 

 Calorimeter: 38 < E - pz < 65 GeV 

 Calorimeter: pt/Et < 0.7 

 Calorimeter: p,./y/Ë~t < 3GeV1 /2 

 "Box cut"' for the scattered positron at the RCAL face: —10 < x < 10 cm and 
—133 < y < 13 cm. 

Thesee criteria reduce the number of events to 1383930 and the effect on the distribution 
off  the event variables is seen by the shaded area in figure 6.2. In particular the energy 
spectrumm of the scattered positron improves. 

Forr the search for charm production in the DIS sample is started with selection 1. For 
futuree cross sections measurements the selection of a pure DIS sample wil l be important. 

6.1.22 Beam spot studies 

Thee beam spot is defined as the region of positions where ep interactions took place over 
aa certain time. The primary vertex is the point where the ep collision took place for one 
singlee event. During data taking the beam was not always in the same position. In this 
sectionn the beam spot position is studied for all data runs, and also during the run. 

Too find the beam spot the Kalman vertex algorithm is used in the unconstrained mode 
(seee section 4.3). In this mode no beam spot information is used. Al l x. y and z coordinates 
off  the resulting vertices are stored after the vertex fit . The vertices are analysed further. 
Firstt ep events are selected. The DIS sample contained too low statistics to study the 
beamm spot on a run by run basis. Secondly, vertices that are originating from secondary 
interactionss in the material of the detector are removed. 

Thee following rough selection is done to remove most, of the background events: 

 RCAL time—FCAL time > —8 ns. This reduces proton beam-gas events and proton 
beamm halo muons. 

 CAL Et > 5 GeV and CAL p, < 5 GeV. This reduces proton beam-gas events. 
Heree Et is the transverse energy in the calorimeter. The pt is here the sum of the 
"momentum"" vectors of all CAL deposits projected on the xy plane. 

 At least one "'good track": The track has hits in CTD super layer 1, 2 and 3. This 
filtersfilters out off-momentum positron events. 
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Figuree 6.2: Distributions of E — pz (a), the angle of the scattered positron 0e (b), the 
energyy of the positron Ee (c), log10 Q

2 (d), z vertex position (e) and log10T (f). The dots 
aree the distributions after event selection 1. The shaded area is after stronger selection 
criteriaa were applied (selection 1 and selection 2). 
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-55 0 5 
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Figuree 6.3: Al l vertices are shown that are found in the beam spot study in the MV D 
barrell  region. The maximum number of entries per bin is set to 4000. The structure of 
thee material in the MVD is clearly seen. 
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Figuree 6.4: Distribution of the vertex position in x (a), y (b) and z (c) in bins of approx-
imatelyy 500 events for one single run with 20k events. In (d) are shown the fitted beam 
spott parameters for the whole run. 

Figuree 6.3 shows all reconstrueted vertices, for the selected events, in the xy plane 
withh —25 < z < 25 cm. The interactions in the material of the beam pipe and the MVD 
ladderss are clearly seen. Also the triangular structure of the ladders is seen. Around the 
beamm pipe, the electrical shielding tube which has a thickness of 0.5 mm is also observed. 

Forr the estimation of the beam spot position only the vertices inside the beam pipe 
aree interesting. Vertices are selected if they are inside a cylinder with —50 < z < 50 cm 
andd 0 < r < 1.75 cm. The centre of the cylinder is: (xQ,y0) = (1.8,0) em. The mean 
positionn and width are determined with a Gaussian fit . 

Inn figure 6.4d the fitted beam spot parameters for one single run are shown. The large 
widthh of the z distribution is dominated by the proton beam profile. 

Thee stability of the beam spot position is studied for each single run. The method is 
too divide the data in bins of approximately 500 events. The result for one run is shown 
inn figure 6.4. Overall the vertex position is constant during the run. Deviations of the 
orderr of 100 |im sometimes occur in the x and y direction. In precise vertexing studies it 
iss therefore important to calculate the primary vertex for each event separately. 
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Figuree 6.5: The position and the size of the beams pot in ,x, y and z for all 2002, 2003 up 
too 2004. 
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Figuree 6.6: Schematic- representation of a secondary decay of a Kg meson into a n n+ 

pair. . 

Forr this thesis the beam spot position and width is determined for all good ep physics 
runss with the MV D for 2002. 2003 and up to April Is' 2004. The results are shown in 
figurefigure 6.5. 

6.1.33 Secondary vertexing 

Afterr the primary vertex is fitted the remaining tracks are used to find secondary vertices. 
Inn figure 6.3 the secondary vertices are also shown. These vertices can he real particle 
decays:: for example Kg —> 7r~7r+ and A —» pTi~ or interactions in the beam pipe or in 
thee material of the detector: for example photon conversions (7 —-> e+e~). Also random 
combinationss of tracks can be fitted to a secondary vertex. 

Too study the secondary vertexing Kg decays are examined. The average decay length 
off  the Kg is JCT = 72.68 cm [12], where 7 is the Lorentz boost of the particle. The Ks 

masss is 0.498 GeV. 

Inn figure 6.6 a picture of a decay of a Ks meson into a charged pion pair is shown. 
Thee method is to select track pairs from secondary vertices. Only secondary vertices 
whichh fit to two tracks, with opposite charge, are selected. It is assumed that the two 
trackss are pions so the pion mass is assigned to them. Then the momentum four-vector 
off  the candidate is calculated. If the candidate was a real Ks then the invariant mass is 
expectedd to be close to 0.498 GeV. 

Alsoo random combinations and backgrounds can occur in this mass region. To reduce 
thee background, candidates are selected with larger momentum. The background is re-
ducedd further by requiring that the flight direction of the Ks is consistent with originating 
fromm the primary vertex ("pointing back"). 
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Figuree 6.7: Invariant mass spectrum of the Kg candidates. The tracks are fitted with 
thee CTD and the MVD . For each candidate was required Pt{Ks) > 0.2 GeV. Also each 
candidatee was required to "point back" to the primary vertex: cos a > 0.99. 

Inn figure 6.7 a clear peak is seen at the Kg mass. The figure shows the result from 
trackss fitted with the MVD and the CTD from DIS data recorded in 2002. 

Thee number of detected Kg decays can be estimated with the post-upgrade tracking 
(MV DD and CTD) and with CTD-only tracking. With the post-upgrade tracking four 
timess more Kg mesons are found. From figure 6.8 it is seen that the gain is coming from 
thee "short living" decays (small CT). Down to CT = 3 cm an equal number of Kg decays 
aree found with the CTD-only and with the MVD . The gain comes from vertices with 
CTCT < 3 cm. 

6.22 Track selection 

Forr the charm quark measurements (presented in the next section) the effect of using 
differentt types of tracks is investigated. For this purpose three different samples are 
formedd for each event. These are: 

t yp ee 1: CTD-only tracks that fit  to the CTD primary vertex. 

Thiss selection is based on the VCTRAK reconstruction program which is used by 
thee ZEUS collaboration to fit  and vertex CTD tracks. 

typ ee 2: MVD fitted tracks that fit  to the MVD primary vertex. 

Thiss selection is based on the Kalman tracking and vertex package as described in 
chapterr 4 

'-'- 1 1 
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liJ J 
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tt ! 1 
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Figuree 6.8: The CT of the Ks candidates. The MV D finds more Ks mesons and they are 
foundd in particular in the region close to the primary vertex. 

t y pee 3: MVD fitted tracks that fit to the MVD primary vertex and tracks that originate 
fromm nearby the primary vertex. 

Thiss selection is made because a reasonable fraction of the produced charmed 
hadronss is expected to decay outside the primary vertex position envelope. 

Inn the remaining part of this section the track selection is described in more detail. In 
thee analysis the selected tracks are considered event by event. 

Firstt the type 1 tracks are discussed. These are tracks fitted with only the information 
fromm the CTD. The track fit  and vertexing is done with VCTR AK. The following selection 
iss done before the primary vertex fit  is performed: 

•• at least 1 hit in super layer 1 

•• at least 2 CTD z hits and 2 CTD "axial" hits. 

•• point of closest approach compatible with beam spot 

•• "Loopers" are rejected. These are low pt tracks. 

Beforee tracks are stored for analysis the following selection is performed: 

•• track pt > 20 MeV 

•• at least 2 CTD z hits 

•• track \rj\  < 1.9 

100 0 

200 i-

 MVD + CTD 
DD CTD i 

ÉÉ • ! Mm ,mn * I 4 « Ï _» * i 
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•• track x7 l l f t f < 10 

Thee pseudorapidity rj  is defined as: 77 = — ln(tan(0/2)). 
Thee type 2 tracks are based on MVD fitted tracks. The vertexing is done with the 

Kalmann filter vertexing algorithm described in section 4.3.2. The offline reconstruction 
wass corrected for the MVD off-set with respect to the CTD. The MVD ladder corrections 
weree not yet implemented. This would improve the impact parameter resolution with a 
factorr two. 

Inputt for the vertexing are the calculated beam spot positions. For all tracks at least 
onee MVD hit or CTD hits in super layer 1, 2 and 3 in the CTD were required. The 
selectionn is much looser than for the VCTRAK vertexing. Optimisation studies have to 
bee done in the future. After the primary vertex fit is done, tracks that fit to this vertex 
aree called primary vertex tracks. Remember that the momentum vector of each track is 
thenn fitted to the primary vertex position (vertex re-fitted tracks). 

Thee impact parameter resolution of a well measured MVD track is about 100 u.m. 
Afterr a few iterations the error on the vertex position becomes of the same order. It. 
iss then possible that tracks coming from short living hadrons do not fit to the primary 
vertex.. To study this, the "nearby" track sample is formed: 

•• For secondary vertices within \z\ < 50mm from the primary vertex and transverse 
distancee r < 12.5mm from the primary vertex, all tracks are marked as "nearby"'. 

•• For tracks not fitting to any vertex the point of closest approach to the primary 
vertexx is calculated. These tracks are marked as "nearby'1 if the point of closest 
approachh is within \z\ < 50mm and r < 12.5mm from the primary vertex. 

Togetherr with the type 2 tracks the "nearby tracks"' form the type 3 tracks. 
Too compare between the MVD fitted tracks and the CTD-only primary vertex tracks 

thee following selection is done for all three1 types: 

•• CTD hits in super layer 1, 2 and 3. 

•• |r/| < 1.5 

Inn the following sections the selected tracks are input to the reconstruction of D*
andd DL mesons. The three different types of tracks art1 then called: CTD only, MVD and 
CTDD primary tracks and MVD and CTD primary and nearby tracks. 

6.33 D*  reconstruction 

Thee reconstruction of the decay: D*+ —> D°7r+ (and c.c), with the subsequent decay 
off D° —+ A' 7r+, is a well known method to tag charm quarks. This method is used to 
tagg charm quarks in tleep inelastic scattering data from HERA-I (see section 1.3.4). In 
thiss section this decay is reconstructed in the HERA-II DIS data (see section 6.1.1) and 
comparedd to the results from the HERA-I data. 
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Figuree 6.9: In (a) the mass difference, A m = ni(Kmr) — ni(Kn), for D*  candidates 
(dots).. The solid line shows the result of the fit described in the text. In (b) the m(Kn) 
distributionn for the D° candidates in the range 0.143 < Am < 0.148 GeV. The D0 signal 
iss fitted with a Gaussian signal function on top of a second order polynomial background 
function. . 

6.3.11 Reconstruction method 

Thee D*+ mesons are identified using the decay channel D*+ —» D°7r+ with the subsequent 
decayy D° —• K~TT+. The 7r+ refers to a low momentum (''slow") pion accompanying the 
D°.D°. The reconstruction for the D*~ is similar except that all charges are opposite. 

Chargedd tracks fitted by the central tracking detector (CTD) and microvertex detector 
(MVD)) are selected. Only tracks fitting to the primary vertex are selected. 

Trackss with opposite charges and transverse momenta pt > 0.4 GeV are combined in 
pairss to form D° candidates. The tracks are alternately assigned the masses of a kaon 
andd a pion and the invariant mass of the pair m(I\Tr) is calculated. It is not known if the 
D°D° candidate has the configuration Kir  or irK. The ambiguity is resolved by the charge 
off the third track (with p, > 0.12GeV). Each additional track with charge opposite to 
thatt of the kaon track, is assigned the pion mass and combined with the "correct" D° 
candidatee to form a D  candidate. 

Inn figure 6.9 the mass difference Am = m(Kinr) — m(Kir) and the D° mass m(Kn) axe 
plotted.. For the D*  candidates p^D**) > 1.5 GeV and pseudorapidity ^/(D*11)]  < 1.5 is 
required.. The signal to background is enhanced by requiring respectively 1.80 < m{Kir) < 
1.922 GeV and 0.143 < Am < 0.148 GeV. 

Too obtain the number of D**  the Am distribution is fitted using the following equation: 

ff (Am) = P l exp(-0.5[(Am - p2)/p3}
2) + p4(Am - mn)'"',  (6.1) 

wheree p\ to p5 are free parameters and ra, is the pion mass. The equation is the sum of a 
Gaussiann signal function and a background function. In figure 6.9a the Gaussian has its 
peakk value at p2 = 145.183  0.103MeV. (The PDG value is 145.436  0.016MeV [12]). 
Thee fitted width (p3) is 1.07  0.11 MeV. 
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Figuree 6.10: In (a):The mass difference Am is plotted for D*  candidates measured with 
trackss fitted only with the CTD. In (b): The mass difference is plotted for tracks fitted 
withh both the CTD and the MVD. The track selection includes secondary tracks (see 
text). . 

Thee number of signal and background events are calculated by integrating the signal 
andd the background function in a three sigma interval around the peak. 

Thee number of signal events is N and the number of background events is B. The 
statisticall error is defined as y/N + B. The significance is defined as N/s/B. The number 
off candidates in figure 6.9a is then 348  19  23 = 348  27. The significance is 348/23 = 
15.1. . 

Inn the remaining part of this section D*  production is studied for different pt and 
QQ22.. Also comparisons are made with the CTD tracking and the MC simulation. 

6.3.22 CTD and MVD comparison 

Thee D** signal for CTD-only tracks and tracks fitted with MVD and CTD is compared. 
Forr the MVD two samples are used: one with only the primary vertex tracks and one 
withh primary and secondary tracks close to the primary vertex ("nearby tracks"). 

Inn figure 6.10a the mass difference with the CTD only tracks is plotted. The distri
butionn is wider than the distribution in figure 6.9a (1.70  0.20 MeV). The fitted number 
off candidates is larger (488  22  31 = 488  38). In figure 6.10b the mass difference is 
shownn for the sample of primary and nearby tracks. The fitted width is 0.97  0.10 and 
thee number of candidates is 407  20  28 = 407  35. These results are tabulated in 
tablee 6.2. 

Thee comparison is done for different values of the minimal pt(D* ) and ^(D**)! < 
1.5).. For larger p, it is seen that the number of candidates for CTD tracks and the 
MVDD primary and nearby tracks agrees within the errors. For p, > 1.5 a 2a difference 
iss observed, while no large difference is expected. The width of the fitted Gaussian is 
smallerr for both the MVD track samples. 

Thee number of candidates stays less with the MVD primary tracks. Some tracks 
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ZEUSS 02 - April 04. C = 9.8 pb"l 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDp p 
MVD+CTDD p+s 

pptt > 1.5 GeV 
.Vrandd a [McV] 

11 0 
33 l.OTzhü.ll 
88 0 

p,p, > 2.0 GeV 
AV»I1(]] a [MeV] 

55 1.81 1 
77 1.0Ü0.09 
11 8 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDD p 
MVD+CTDD p+s 

PtPt > 3.0 GcV 
Xandd (T [MCV] 

44 1.50+0.17 
184+14+100 1 
238+15+133 1.04+0.12 

Tablee 0.2: D* : t in the data. Different track selections an1 compared: CTD-only fitted and 
MVD+CT DD fitted tracks. Selection "MV D p" consists of tracks fitting to the primary 
tracks.. Selection "MV D p+s" consists of' both primary tracks and secondary tracks as 
definedd in the previous section. The width and the signal of the mass difference Am arc 
fittedd for different cuts on pt(D* 1 ). The statistical error for the number of candidates is 
writtenn down as Ar  \ /A  s/B. 

comingg from the D*^ do not fit  to the primary vertex because the D" decay length is of 
thee same order as the vertoxing precision. 

Fromm these results it can be concluded that a fraction of more than 10(X of the D* ' 
decayss do not fall in the primary vertex envelope. The "missing" D*~ can be found back 
byy including secondary tracks. 

Thee studied D**  is tagged efficiently because the mass difference gives a clear signa-
ture.. The only way the MV D can increase the number of D*L measured is by increasing 
thee phase space of the measurement. This is possible when data from the forward tracking 
iss included. 

Thee MV D can be used to improve the track selection and to decrease the width of' 
thee Am signal. This wil l decrease the error on the number of measured D+*  decays and 
improvee the measurement of charm. 

Ann additional use of' the D*  h decay is that a large number of D° candidates can be 
tagged.. This tagged D° can be used to calibrate displaced vertex finding algorithms for 
otherr decays, for example the D . 

6.3.33 Comparison with Monte Carlo simulation and HERA-I 
data a 

Inn this section the number of D*  fc decays is compared with the HERA-I data and a charm 
Monte11 Carlo sample, equivalent to 50 pb '. 

Too compare with HERA-I the number of D*" candidates has been estimated for differ-
entt Q2 regions (with pt{D* i) > 1.5 GeV and \ij{D* ' )| < 1.5). The results are presented in 
tablee 6.3. High Q2 DIS events are triggered very efficiently in ZEUS. For Q2 > 40 GeV2. 
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ZEUSS 02- April 04. C = 9.8 pb"1 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDp p 
MVD+CTDp+s s 

QQ22 > 1.5 GeV* 
Vcandd <J [MeV] 

00 2 
338+18+233 1 
396+20+288 0 

QQ22 > 10 GeV" 
AWndd <r [MeV] 

11 9 
77 3 
11 2 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDD p 
MVD+CTDD p+s 

QQ22 > 40 GeV" 
AU,ldd a [MeV] 

91+10+155 1.61+0.42 
56+7+100 0.86+0.19 
81+9+144 0.95+0.24 

Tablee 6.3: D  in the data. Different track selections are compared: CTD-only fitted and 
MVD+CT DD fitted tracks. Selection 'MV D p'" consists of tracks fitting to the primary 
tracks.. Selection "MV D p+s'1 consists of both primary tracks and secondary tracks as 
definedd in the previous section. The width and the signal of the mass difference Am are 
fittedd for different Q2 regions. The statistical error for the number of candidates is written 
downn rB. (/>,(£>**) > 1.5GeV and |r;(L> )| < 1.5). 

8.266  1.69 D**  decays are observed per pb"1 of data. For HERA-I data. 8.20  Ü.22 
decayss per pb'"1 are measured in the same measurement range [15] (only statistical error 
included).. The HERA-II trigger strategy accepts less events at low Q2. The comparison 
forr low Q2 is difficult because the trigger acceptance has not yet been calculated. 

Forr the Monte Carlo sample the1 same is done. The results are presented in table 6.4. 
Thee equivalent, luminosity is 5.7 times that of the data. In the simulation the tracking 
resolutionn is better than in data. The width of the mass differences is smaller than in 
tablee 6.3. In the MC, the width of the Am peak is for the MV D fitted tracks about 0.20 
MeVV smaller than for the CTD fitted tracks 

Overalll  it can be said that the D*b mesons can be well measured with the MVD . The 
CTDD measured this already very well in the HERA-I data, resulting in a measurement 
off  charm production in DIS. To measure the D* { meson the observation of the '"slow" 
pionn is very important. Since the MVD is installed, this particle wil l undergo some1 

extraa scattering in the material of the MVD (10% of a radiation length). The additional 
numberr of measured hits with the MVD compensate for this. (In the Monte1 Carlo study 
(seee chapter 5) it was seen that the momentum resolution for low momentum tracks has 
nott changed much.) 

Inn HERA-I data, only the primary vertex tracks are used to find the D**.  It was 
shownn that for the HERA-II data, a large fraction of the D° mesons decay outside the 
primaryy vertex envelope. In the next section we wil l take advantage of this to tag D' 
decays. . 
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Montee Carlo (RAPGAP). £ = 56pb ] 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDp p 
MVD+CTDD p+s 

QQ22 > 1.5 GeV2 

-V<an.ll  O- [MeV] 

88 3 
2317+48+222 0.88+0.02 
2751+52+288 2 

QQ22 > 10 GeV' 
AVaiHii a [MeV] 

1651+41+233 4 
1395+37+188 0.86+0.03 
1700+41+233 3 

CTD D 
MVD+CTDD p 
MVD+CTDD p+s 

QQ22 > 40 GeV* 
A'(.a„dd o [MeV] 

498+22+166 1.02+0.06 
405+20+111 0.77+0.05 
530+23+155 0.79+0.04 

Tabic11 6.4: Number of D*^ and width of the Am signal in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Differentt track selections are compared: CTD-only fitted and MVD+CTD fitted tracks. 
Selectionn "MV D p'1 consists of tracks fitting to the primary tracks. Selection "MV D p+s" 
consistss of both primary tracks and secondary tracks as defined in the previous section. 
H i ee width and the signal of the mass difference Am arc1 fitted for different Q2 regions. 
Idlee statistical error for the1 number of candidates is written down as .V  \/N  \/B. 
(withh i),{D'-)  > 1.5GeV and M ^ * 1 ) ! < 1.5) 

6.44 D  reconstruct ion 

The11 D' mesons arc1 reconstructed from the decay channel D+ —> K — +"TT f (and c.c.). 
The11 D{ has a mass of 1.869 GeV and the average rr  is 315 u,m [12]. Rclativistic particles 
aree "boosteel" with a factor -). With the microvertex detector it. should be possible to tag 
these11 decays by looking for decays separated from the primary vertex. 

Inn each event all track pairs with equal charge1 and a third track with opposite charge 
aree combiner! to form the DA candidates. The pion mass is assigned to the1 two tracks 
withh equal charges and the kaon mass is assigned tcj the1 third track. Subsequently, the 
DD  candidate1 invariant mass. m(I\7T7i) is calculated. Tracks are selected from the sample1 

off  primary and "nearby" secondary tracks. The transverse momentum pt of a track is 
requiredd to be1 larger than 0.4 GeV. 

Candidatess with pt{D' ) > 1.5 GeV and an invariant mass between 1.6GeV to 2.2GeV 
aree re-verte-xed. The D'" vertex position is recalculated using the three1 decay tracks. The 
vertexx re-fitted tracks are used to determine the DA invariant mass. 

Thee remaining tracks are1 input to the primary vertex algorithm with the1 beam spot 
ass initial estimate. The1 result, is a new re-fitted vertex position. The1 distance between 
thee new primary vertex and the D1 vertex is used to tag D 1 decays. 

Firstt the invariant mass spectrum for a selection without cuts on the secondary vertex 
andd track impact parameters is plotted. To suppress the combinatorial background, the 
followingg is required: 

•• cos0*(A') > -0 .75 
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Figuree 6.11: The invariant mass, m(Kmr), for D  candidates (dots). The solid line 
showss the result of the fit  and estimates the signal and the background from random 
combinations. . 

wheree 6*(K) is the angle between the kaon in the KTTTT rest frame and the KTTTT line of 
flightt in the laboratory. Furthermore for the D  is required: 

.. P t(£> )>2 .0GeV, 

•• |??| < 1.5. 

Thee KTTTT mass spectrum is shown in figure 6.11. The combinatorial background is 
hugee but a D  bump is present. The fit is performed in the same way as for the D° 
invariantt mass spectrum. The signal is described by a Gaussian and the background by 
aa second order polynomial. From the fit the number of signal events is 1243  331 on 
topp of 108Ü38 background events. Next an attempt is done to improve the signal over 
backgroundd by requiring the Dh candidate to originate from a secondary vertex. 

Afterr the re-fitting of the D  candidate vertex and the primary vertex, the "signed'' 
decayy length / is defined as: 

ll  = \L\sign(L-pD  (6.2) 

withh L = S — P. The primary vertex has position P and the secondary vertex has position 
5.. The re-fitted momentum vector of the D  is pD  In the case I is positive (negative) 
thee decay is in front (behind the vertex). Secondly the uncertainty in the primary vertex 
andd D:t candidate position are both described by a covariance matrix. The errors (crvtx 
andd <7£)  ) are calculated by projecting both covariance matrices on the decay vector. The 
decayy length significance is defined as: 

•• • i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . . i 

sisi = l/cri, (6.3) ) 
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XX signal 
-VV background 
masss peak [ GeV] 
widthh [MoV] 

4 4 
1 1 

4 4 
22.Ü4.2 2 

Tal)lcc G.5: Parameters of the m(Kzz) invariant mass fit in figure 6.12. 

where11 of = a2.tx + o2
D,_. 

Furthermoree the impact parameter d of the helix track to the primary vertex can be 
calculated.. The vector pointing from the primary vertex to the point of closest approach 
iss d. The signed impact parameter is: 

dd = \d\s\g\\{d-pi>..). (6.4) 

Too determine the error ad the vertex eovariance and track covariance are projected on the1 

impactt parameter vector. This results in the impact parameter significance1: s,i = d/(Jd. 
Forr each of the three decay tracks the sd is calculated with respect to the re-fitted primary 
vortex. . 

Candidatess are1 selected if: 

•• at least 2 of the 3 tracks have an impact parameter significance sd larger than 3 
( 2 x . s r f > 3 ) . . 

Thiss removes candidates that fit well to the primary vertex. 

Too select good quality Dr candidates the candidates the following is required: 

•• The D{ decay length error (j[}  ̂ < 0.5mm. 

•• The \ 2 probability P(\2) > 0.05. 

Thiss reduces the number of "bad" random vertices. The radial decay length is defined 
ass lj.y = /sin(#). where 0 is the polar angle of the D' candidate1. Candielates are1 selected 
if : : 

•• |/.«•(/1 > 1 n u n . 

•• |/J.J,| < 5 mm. 

These11 selections remove more background candidates. 
AA decay length significance is required: 

•• -s/ > 4. 

Thee resulting invariant mass spectrum is shown in figure 6.12. A clear mass peak is 
seen.. The1 results of the1 fit are summarised in table 6.5. From the table1 it is seen that the 
backgroundd is reduced by factor 100 while the signal is reduceel by factor 6 with respect 
too the previous selectiem. The result is a D[ invariant mass signal with a significance 
off 6.4. 
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Figuree 6.12: The D  invariant mass is shown, after secondary vertices are selected. 

Onee of the candidate events is displayed in figure 6.13. It is a D+ candidate with a pt 

off  5.1 GeV and decay length of 4.1 cm (7 = 3.0). Al l three decay tracks fit to a secondary 
vertex.. An additional fourth track also fits to this secondary vertex. This track is seen in 
figurefigure 6.13a as the low momentum track with negative charge, with corresponding energy 
losss in the electromagnetic calorimeter (electron candidate). Hence, the event seen here 
iss a candidate for a semi-leptonic B° decay: B° —• D + e ~ i v 

^^  I I  T I I I I I I  I I  I  I  I  I I  I I  I  I  I 

•• I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I • • • • I • • • • ' 
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Figuree 6.13: A D+ candidate (ZEUS run 48121, event 53748) with a displaced secondary 
vertexx is shown. In (a) the global xy-view, in (b) the rz-view: in (c) and (d) the event 
iss zoomed in. The decay length of the D  candidate is 4.1mm. Its pt is 5.1GeV and its 
masss is 1.863 GeV. 


